Abstract# In# this# paper,# we# aim# to# analyze# some# of# the# most# common# Ilami# motion# verbs# taken# from# Ilami# native# individuals#to#represent#the#semantic#features#of#such#verbs.#In#pursuit#of#this#goal,#we#analyze#Ilami#dialect# data# through# Slobin's# (2000)# theoretical# framework# which# definitely# concentrates# on# Manner# in# motion# verbs.# Results# reveal# that# Ilami# Kurdish# enjoys# a# wide# range# of# verbs# describing# different# motion# events.# Interestingly,# some# of# these# verbs# are# solely# used# to# describe# human# movements,# while# others# describe# animals# or# other# entities# motions.# It# can# be# said# that# Slobin's# (2000)# classification# of# motion# verbs# is# to# a# great# extent# applicable# to# Ilami# motion# verbs,# however# there# are# still# novel# classes# seen# in# Ilami,# as# "Continual# motions",# "Falling# motions"# and# "Rolling# motions",# not# found# in# the# aforementioned# classification.#
human# is# more# dynamic# and# creative# than# animals;# consequently# a# man# deals# with# motions# (of# any# kinds)# remarkably# more# than# animal# (a# snake# for# ex.).# Comparing# quadrupeds# with# birds,# we# found# out# that# birds# are# not# engaged# in# those# complex/frequent#motion#verbs.#Hence#birds#motion#verbs#are#not#variously#observed#in# Ilami#Kurdish.# Although# motion# verbs# are# usually# specialized# for# human# or# animals,# it# does# not# mean#that#all#motion#verbs#fall#into#these#classes,#as#there#are#Ilami#verbs#which#can#be# commonly# used# for# both# human# and# animal# movements.# In# other# words,# there# are# neutral# (in# terms# of# doer)# motion# verbs# which# can# be# used# to# describe# a# human# or# an# animal# motion.# Should# someone# use# the# verb# "xər# xwegae# dɑwrə# xwejɑw"# to# refer# to# a# man#or#an#animal#motion,#it#sounds#acceptable#because#in#both#cases#"confusion"#can#be# naturally#inferred.# As#far#as#Manner#is#considered,#we#saw#that#we#could#have#different#subgclasses#like# "speedy# motion",# "slow# motion"…# and# some# other# classes# not# seen# in# Slobin's# categorization# but# found# in# Ilami# Kurdish,# like,# "continual# motion",# "falling# motion"# and# "rolling# motion"# which# were# discussed# separately.# We# should# remember# that# it# is# common#to#face#with#motion#verbs#classified(in(different(categories(simultaneously.(As(an( example,("xəndʒəgae"(which(was(first(fell(into("Continual(motion"(class,(could(also(be(a( 
